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Abstract. Fundamental new features and physical nature of possibilities for purposeful
influence of interrelated variations in different experimental conditions on changes of the
selectivity of sensitivity of azimuthal dependence of the total integrated intensity dynamical
diffraction to various types of defects in single crystals have been determined. As a result,
the efficiency of the previously developed phase-variation principles of diagnostics has
been improved. The proposed approach enabled us to demonstrate the presence of
additional types of defects in the single crystals under study and to determine the defects
parameters (sizes and concentrations). It makes it possible to obtain additional sensitivity
and informativeness for phase-variation structure multiparametrical non-destructive
diagnostics of monocrystalline systems with defects of various types.
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to the dynamical scattering patterns to structural
imperfections also provides the appearance of sensitivity
to structural imperfections of their individual integral
characteristics. The measurement of dependences of the
total integrated intensity of dynamical diffraction
(TIIDD) on smoothly varying diffraction conditions for
the selected combinations of fixed values of the
parameters for remaining experimental conditions with
the subsequent joint processing of the results enables to
quantitatively determine defect structure characteristics
of single crystals [12].
Among the methods of TIIDD, the one of azimuthal
dependences of TIIDD is used. The integrated X-ray
diffraction intensities were measured by A.W. Stevenson
for the extended-face specimens as a function of
azimuthal angle for the semiconductor crystals and
epitaxial layers [13]. It was shown that interpretation of
these results, in terms of kinematical and perfect-crystal
dynamical X-ray diffraction theories, provides a measure
of perfection of the crystal under investigation. However,
interpretation of some results requires consideration of
extinction effects and their dependence on asymmetry.

1. Introduction
Creation of materials with new properties necessary for
practical application requires an appropriate level of
experimental diagnostic methods to control the structure
of developed materials. The important role for realization
of these purposes is played non-destructive
diffractometric methods.
As known, the most detailed information about
characteristics of defects in crystals can be obtained from
distributions of the diffuse scattering intensity in the
reciprocal lattice space [1–3]. However, measuring these
maps of the reciprocal space requires the complicated
instrumentation (see, e.g., [26–31]). In addition, an
important requirement for diagnostic methods is their
rapidity, i.e., the time required for measurements.
Obviously the diagnostic method is more convenient,
when the specified time is shorter, allowing to study a
larger number of samples for a fixed period of time.
The rapidity of diagnostics of monocrystalline
systems can be increased using the methods of dynamical
diffractometry. For example, in [10, 11] it was shown
that the dispersion mechanism of the sensitivity inherent
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The integrated reflection power azimuthal
dependences of imperfect silicon crystals were also
measured and investigated in the asymmetric Bragg
diffraction geometry [14–17].
Various theoretical approaches were developed to
describe the integrated intensities of dynamical
diffraction. These approaches were measured in the Laue
diffraction geometry for imperfect crystals with defects
[18–22]. Dederichs proposed a simple heuristic formula
in the semi-kinematical method. It describes the
integrated intensities of dynamical X-ray diffraction
measured in the Bragg diffraction geometry for the fastneutron-irradiated copper crystals [23, 24]. The statistical
dynamical theory of X-ray diffraction by the imperfect
single crystals was developed to characterize randomly
distributed Coulomb-type defects of arbitrary sizes in
both Laue and Bragg diffraction geometries [25, 16].
In articles [26–29], the azimuthal dependences
method was also used for the diagnostics of defect
structure of single crystals. The measurements were
performed for the Bragg geometry of diffraction,
reflections Si (220), (440) and (660), radiation MoK. In
these papers, the theoretical model was developed, which
made it possible to determine the presence of defects:
‘large’ (the average radius of which exceeds the
extinction length) randomly distributed dislocation loops
(RDDL) and the disturbed surface layer (DSL). In
addition, the parameters of defects were determined:
concentration c and average radius R of dislocation
loops, the thickness of the absorbing sublayer of DSL tam,
the parameter k describing the degree of deformation of
the kinematically scattering sublayer of DSL, and the
thickness of this sublayer, which was in proportion to k.
Also, the profile of ‘large’ RDDL distribution over the
sample depth was ascertained. These results were
obtained due to proposed in [10, 11] phase-variation
conception requiring realization of these variations under
the experimental conditions, which ensures the main
contribution to the intensities sequentially for each type
of defects. Thereby, the contribution from defects of the
certain type should exceed the total contribution from
other types of defects or be simply the maximum possible.
However, according to the results of [30],
Czochralsky-grown silicon single crystals can contain,
besides ‘large’ RDDL, also ‘small’ RDDL with the
average radius R = 0.02 μm ~ 0.003. The presence in
the single crystal with ‘large’ RDDL both kinematically
scattering sublayer and ‘small’ RDDL equally generates
the additional TIIDD increase, and this increasing is
proportion to k and ‘small’ defects concentration csm. As
a result, the diagnostics becomes more complicated,
since TIIDD for the case of large k and zero
concentration of ‘small’ defects (csm = 0), that took place
in [26–29] and TIIDD for the case of significantly
smaller k and non-zero csm can be equal. However, the
contribution of DSL to the intensity cannot be
determinative under the experimental conditions
considered in [26–29]. This is caused by anomalous
contribution of diffuse scattering in those experiments.
The experimental conditions of [26–29] enabled to
realize the main contribution either from ‘large’ RDDL

or from the rest defects of other types due to the
discovered asymmetry effect of the contribution from
‘large’ RDDL in TIIDD and corresponding variations of
the experimental conditions. However, it was not
possible to separate the commensurable contributions
from DSL and from ‘small’ RDDL by variation of the
experimental conditions. This reason leads to necessity of
searching a new extended set of experimental data to
solve the diagnostic problem.
The aim of this work was to develop a diagnostic
method for determination of parameters of one more type
of defects in single crystals, namely, the ‘small’
dislocation loops.
2. Experimental results and their analyses
In this article, we develop, optimize and prepare for
practical application new improved possibilities of the
proposed in [10, 11] phase-variation approaches to the
nondestructive structure diagnostics of multiparametrical
systems. The experiments were carried out using the
Panalytical Philips X’Pert PRO diffractometer (V. Lashkaryov Institute of Semiconductor Physics, NAS of
Ukraine) for Si single crystals. All calculations presented
in this article are based on the theoretical model proposed
in [31]. In this model, the coherent dynamical effects of
the multiple scattering of the non-coherent (efficiently)
diffuse waves by the periodical (‘in average’) component
of crystal polarizability were taken into account. In [26–
29], it was shown that the account of the ‘large’ defects
can be significant even for the integrated intensities.
However, in the present work the effect of the interference absorption of the diffuse scattering (analogues to
Borrmann effect in the perfect crystal) is taken into
account additionally to the dynamical effect of the total
reflection in the diffuse scattering. It is well-known that
the Borrmann effect is weak in the case of the Bragg
geometry of scattering by perfect crystals due to the
small depth of the existence of the dynamical wave
fields. Nevertheless, the Borrmann effect can be more
strong and observed even for the integrated intensity in
the single crystals with defects for the Bragg diffraction
geometry, but only for the diffuse scattering waves due to
the essentially higher depth of their existence (of the
order of absorption depth), than the depth of coherent
wave existence (of the order of extinction length).
The formulated aim can be achieved using an additional experimental data set with reduced contribution of
the diffuse scattering to TIIDD due to the decreasing
radiation absorption length, namely, by additional
measuring the azimuthal dependences of TIIDD for the
Bragg geometry of diffraction and reflections (220),
(004), (224), (440) of radiation CuKα. These measurements are also perspective for correction of the parameters of ‘large’ RDDL, DSL parameters and for determination of the distribution profile of RDDL.
Figs 1 and 2 show the azimuthal dependences of
TIIDD for the crystal with defects normalized by the
azimuthal dependences of IIDD for the perfect crystal
(). The azimuthal dependences were calculated without
and with account of the presence of ‘small’ RDDL.
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these cases and observed only at the minimum azimuthal
angles. Therefore, the azimuthal dependences show the
selective sensitivity to these structure parameters at
minimum azimuthal angles. In what follows, we
concentrate on the analysis of those of the considered
features that could be used in the development of the
physical basis of the phase-variation diagnostics. The
principal idea of developed method is determination of
experimental conditions that provide the predominant
contribution from the selected type of defects to TIIDD.
Obtaining the predominant contribution of selected type
of defects is convenient when being combined with
decreasing contribution to TIIDD from other types of
defects. In other words, the contributions of these types
(except the selected type) should be negligible. It enables
to determine or refine the characteristics of the selected
type of defects in single crystals at fixed values of other
parameters of the experiment by elimination of the
discrepancies between theory and experiment, similar to
those already noted in Fig. 1.
The curves in Fig. 1 have a kink at azimuthal
angles close to 95°, which is induced by increasing the
contribution of diffuse scattering of X-rays. This
contribution grows with increasing the azimuthal angle
and is caused by the presence of ‘large’ RDDL (see also
Fig. 7). This, by-turn, is caused by decreasing the width
of the total reflection region (Darwin table) with
increasing azimuthal angle. As a result, already for the
angles close to 95°, the width of total reflection region is
insufficient for overlapping of the peak of diffuse
scattering and its reflection into the depth of the crystal.
Thus, the appearance of kink is caused by the abovementioned dynamical coherent effects of multiple
scattering of diffuse waves and, in particular, by the
effect of total reflection and also the possible case of total
reflection of all diffuse waves into the crystal. However,
such almost complete overlap of the diffuse peak and, as
a result, almost complete absence of contribution to the
increase of intensities directly from the diffuse scattering
by ‘large’ defects is provided gradually. This possibility
can be used for further development of methods for
phase-variation diagnostics. In particular, complete
overlapping can significantly increase the efficiency of
using the procedure developed below for elimination of
the discrepancies between theory and experiment as well
as for improving the sensitivity and informativeness of
phase-variation diagnostics at minimum azimuthal
angles, since at these angles the contribution from ‘large’
RDDL to the TIIDD disappears completely, reducing the
number of unknown parameters of defects (see also
Fig. 7).
Fig. 2 shows that for other reflection the normalized
azimuthal dependences of TIIDD calculated without and
with taking into account the presence of ‘small’ defects
do not coincide with the experiment at all values of the
azimuthal angles and significantly differ from each other.
In addition, the azimuthal dependences of TIIDD
calculated with account of ‘small’ defects are closer to
the experiment. The explanation of lower experimental
values of TIIDD, as compared with the results calculated
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Fig. 1. The normalized azimuthal dependences of TIIDD () for
Bragg reflections (220), radiation MoK. The solid line shows
the results of calculation at tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0.064,
Rbig loops = 20 μm, cbig loops = 5·10–18; dash line shows the results of
calculation at tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0.004, Rbig loops = 20 μm,
cbig loops = 5·10–18, Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm, csmall loops = 8.1510–10; dot
line shows the results of calculation at tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0.033,
Rbig loops = 20 μm,
cbig loops = 5·10–18,
Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm,
–10
csmall loops = 4.172·10 ; markers are the experimental data.
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Fig. 2. The normalized azimuthal dependences of TIIDD () for
Bragg reflections (440), radiation MoK. The solid line shows
the results of calculation at tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0.064,
Rbig loops = 20 μm, cbig loops = 5·10–18; dash line shows the results
of calculation at tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0.004, Rbig loops = 20 μm,
cbig loops = 5·10–18, Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm, csmall loops = 8.1510–10;
dot line shows the results of calculation at tam = 0.75 μm,
k = 0.033, Rbig loops = 20 μm, cbig loops = 5·10–18, cbig loops = 5·10–18,
Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm, csmall loops = 4.172·10–10; markers stand for
the experimental data.

The solid lines in Figs. 1 and 2 demonstrate the
results of calculation without account of ‘small’ defects.
All the curves are practically identical with the
experimental ones and slightly differ from each other.
This indicates a weak sensitivity of the azimuthal
dependences of TIIDD and weak selectivity of this
sensitivity to structural parameters, at first, the
concentration of ‘small’ RDDL and the parameter k of
the kinematically scattering sublayer of DSL. In addition,
a non-negligible disagreement between the calculation
and experimental data appears in all the considered cases
of defect structures. This disagreement is different in all
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Fig. 3. The normalized azimuthal dependences of TIIDD () for
Bragg reflections (220), radiation CuK. The solid line shows
the results of calculation at tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0.064,
Rbig loops = 20 μm, cbig loops = 5·10–18; dash line shows the results
of calculation at tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0.004, Rbig loops = 20 μm,
cbig loops = 5·10–18, Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm, csmall loops = 8.1510–10;
dot line shows the results of calculation at tam = 0.75 μm,
k = 0.033,
Rbig loops = 20 μm,
cbig loops = 5·10–18,
–10
Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm, csmall loops = 4.172·10 ; markers stand for
the experimental data.
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and normal to the crystal surface and different energy
radiations). The calculations also were carried out
without and with account of the presence of ‘small’
RDDL as well as for the same values typical for
parameters of defects and DSL as in Figs 1 and 2.
As can be seen in Figs 3 and 4, only dot lines
(tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0.033, Rbig loops = 20 μm, cbig loops =
5·10–18, Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm, csmall loops =4.172·10–10)
coincide with the experiment in all the considered cases,
but not at all experimental points. Consequently, the
parameters of single crystal defects determined in [26–
29] and partially corresponding to the solid lines in Figs
3 and 4 do not satisfy the new experimental data, which
are more sensitive to DSL characteristics. The
discrepancies of the calculations and experiment at the
minimum and maximum azimuthal angles make it
possible to further refine the defect parameters. The
increase of the azimuthal dependences of TIIDD with
increasing the azimuthal angles is absent for the cases in
Figs 3 and 4 as opposed to Figs 1 and 2. This indicates
the absence of contribution to TIIDD of the diffuse
scattering from ‘large’ defects for all the azimuthal
angles as a result of their total overlapping with the
Darwin table. The possibility of such overlapping for
minimal azimuthal angles was discussed when
considering Fig. 1. In addition, as will be shown (Figs 7
and 9), the ‘small’ defects contribution is also small and
reaches approximately 20% from the contribution of
kinematically scattering sublayer of DSL opposite to the
case in Fig. 1, where it is 100%. This can simplify
determination of DSL parameters in these diffraction
cases with neglect of the RDDL contribution by fitting
the calculated azimuthal dependences of TIIDD (dot
lines) and experimental data, particularly at the minimum
and maximum azimuthal angles. Thereafter, RDDL
parameters should be determined by additional using
the azimuthal dependences of TIIDD for other reflections
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Fig. 5. The normalized azimuthal dependences of TIIDD () for
Bragg reflections (440), radiation CuK. The solid line shows the
results
of
calculation
at
tam = 0.75 μm,
k = 0.064,
Rbig loops = 20 μm, cbig loops = 5·10–18; dash line shows the results of
calculation at tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0.004, Rbig loops = 20 μm,
cbig loops = 5·10–18, Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm, csmall loops = 8.1510–10; dot
line shows the results of calculation at tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0.033,
Rbig loops = 20 μm,
cbig loops = 5·10–18,
Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm,
–10
csmall loops = 4.172·10 ; markers are the experimental data.
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Fig. 4. The normalized azimuthal dependences of TIIDD () for
Bragg reflections (004), radiation CuK. The solid line shows
the results of calculation at tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0.064,
Rbig loops = 20 μm, cbig loops = 5·10–18; dash line shows the results
of calculation at tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0.004, Rbig loops = 20 μm,
cbig loops = 5·10–18, Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm, csmall loops = 8.1510–10;
dot line shows the results of calculation at tam = 0.75 μm,
k = 0.033, Rbig loops = 20 μm, cbig loops = 5·10–18, Rsmall loops =
0.02 μm, csmall loops = 4.172·10–10; markers correspond to
experimental data.

for (440) MoKα reflection (on conditions that these
values coincide for (220) reflection), was given in [26–
29] that the concentration of ‘large’ dislocation loops
decreases into the depth of the sample. However, Fig. 2
shows that account of the presence of ‘small’ RDDL
smoothes the concentration profile of ‘large’ RDDL. The
similar correction of the concentration profile is also
reasonable for ‘small’ dislocation loops and, if necessary,
for other reflections.
In Figs 3 to 6, the lines show the normalized
azimuthal dependences of TIIDD at different diffraction
conditions (different angles ψ between the reflection plane
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Fig. 7. The normalized azimuthal dependences of TIIDD () for
Bragg reflections (220), radiation MoK. The solid line shows
the results of calculation at tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0.033,
Rbig loops = 20 μm,
cbig loops = 5·10–18,
Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm,
csmall loops = 4.172·10–10; dash line shows the results of
calculation at tam = 0, k = 0, Rbig loops = 20 μm, cbig loops = 5·10–18,
csmall loops = 0; dot line shows the results of calculation at tam = 0,
k = 0, Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm, csmall loops = 4.172·10–10, cbig loops = 0;
dash-dot line shows the results of calculation at tam = 0.75 μm,
k = 0, cbig loops = 0, csmall loops = 0; dash-double dot line shows
the results of calculation at tam = 0, k = 0.033, cbig loops = 0,
csmall loops = 0; markers correspond for experimental data.
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Fig. 6. The normalized azimuthal dependences of TIIDD () for
Bragg reflections (224), radiation CuK: ψ = 19.47° (a),
ψ = 61.87° (b). The solid line shows the results of calculation at
tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0.064, Rbig loops = 20 μm, cbig loops = 5·10–18;
dash line shows the results of calculation at tam = 0.75 μm,
k = 0.004, Rbig loops = 20 μm, cbig loops = 5·10–18, Rsmall loops =
0.02 μm, csmall loops = 8.1510–10; dot line shows the results of
calculation at tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0.033, Rbig loops = 20 μm,
cbig loops = 5·10–18, Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm, csmall loops = 4.172·10–10;
markers are the experimental data.
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under the assumption that the DSL parameters are
already obtained. Thus, it is reasonable to determine the
RDDL parameters from experimental results, which are
shown in Fig. 1. At first, it is necessary to determine the
parameters of ‘large’ loops by using the azimuthal
dependences of TIIDD at the azimuthal angles as higher
as possible than 90° and then to determine the ‘small’
loops parameters at the angles as lower as possible than
90° under the assumption that the DSL parameters and
‘large’ defects parameters are already known. The
azimuthal dependences of TIIDD for other reflections
can be additionally used for subsequent increasing the
diagnostics sensitivity and informativeness, in particular
for determining the depth profiles of RDDL.
Figs 5 and 6 demonstrate the azimuthal
dependences of TIIDD also obtained using radiation
CuK, but for other reflections as compared with Figs 3
and 4 and at various angles ψ.
Figs 1 to 6 show that azimuthal dependences of
TIIDD calculated
at tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0.033,
Rbig loops = 20 μm, cbig loops = 5·10–18, Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm,
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Fig. 8. The normalized azimuthal dependences of TIIDD () for
Bragg reflections (440), radiation MoK. The solid line shows
the results of calculation at tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0.033,
Rbig loops = 20 μm,
cbig loops = 5·10–18,
Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm,
csmall loops = 4.172·10–10; dash line shows the results of
calculation at tam = 0, k = 0, Rbig loops = 20 μm, cbig loops = 510–18,
csmall loops = 0; dot line shows the results of calculation at tam = 0,
k = 0, Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm, csmall loops = 4.17210–10, cbig loops = 0;
dash-dot line shows the results of calculation at tam = 0.75 μm,
k = 0, cbig loops = 0, csmall loops = 0; dash-double dot line shows
the results of calculation at tam = 0, k = 0.033, cbig loops = 0,
csmall loops = 0; markers stand for the experimental data.

csmall loops = 4.172·10–10 have the best coincidence with the
experiment. This confirms reasonableness of the fulfilled
structure diagnostics. However, the proposed development in phase-variation diagnostics should make it
possible to increase its sensitivity and informativeness
when determining the parameters of other types of
defects.
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Fig. 9. The normalized azimuthal dependences of TIIDD ()
for Bragg reflections (220), radiation CuK. The solid line
shows the results of calculation at tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0.033,
Rbig loops = 20 μm, cbig loops = 5·10–18, Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm,
csmall loops = 4.172·10–10; dash line shows the results of calculation at tam = 0, k = 0, Rbig loops = 20 μm, cbig loops = 5·10–18,
csmall loops = 0; dot line shows the results of calculation at
tam = 0, k = 0, Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm, csmall loops = 4.17210–10,
cbig loops = 0; dash-dot line shows the results of calculation at
tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0, cbig loops = 0, csmall loops = 0; dash-double
dot line shows the results of calculation at tam = 0, k = 0.033,
cbig loops = 0, csmall loops = 0; markers are the experimental data.
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Fig. 10. The normalized azimuthal dependences of TIIDD ()
for Bragg reflections (004), radiation CuK. The solid line
shows the results of calculation at tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0.033,
Rbig loops = 20 μm,
cbig loops = 5·10–18,
Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm,
–10
csmall loops = 4.172·10 ; dash line shows the results of
calculation at tam = 0, k = 0, Rbig loops = 20 μm, cbig loops = 5·10–18,
csmall loops = 0; dot line shows the results of calculation at
tam = 0, k = 0, Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm, csmall loops = 4.172·10–10,
cbig loops = 0; dash-dot line shows the results of calculation at
tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0, cbig loops = 0, csmall loops = 0; dash-double dot
line shows the results of calculation at tam = 0, k = 0.033,
cbig loops = 0, csmall loops = 0; markers show the experimental data.
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Fig. 11. The normalized azimuthal dependences of TIIDD ()
for Bragg reflections (224), radiation CuK, ψ = 19.47°. The
solid line shows the results of calculation at tam = 0.75 μm,
k = 0.033, Rbig loops = 20 μm, cbig loops = 5·10–18, Rsmall loops =
0.02 μm, csmall loops = 4.172·10–10; dash line shows the results
of calculation at tam = 0, k = 0, Rbig loops = 20 μm, cbig loops =
5·10–18, csmall loops = 0; dot line shows the results of calculation
at tam = 0, k = 0, Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm, csmall loops = 4.172·10–10,
cbig loops = 0; dash-dot line shows the results of calculation at
tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0, cbig loops = 0, csmall loops = 0; dash-double
dot line shows the results of calculation at tam = 0, k = 0.033,
cbig loops = 0, csmall loops = 0; markers stand for the experimental
data.
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Fig. 12. The normalized azimuthal dependences of TIIDD ()
for Bragg reflections (440), radiation CuK. The solid line
shows the results of calculation at tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0.033,
Rbig loops = 20 μm,
cbig loops = 5·10–18,
Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm,
–10
csmall loops = 4.172·10 ; dash line shows the results of
calculation at tam = 0, k = 0, Rbig loops = 20 μm, cbig loops = 5·10–18,
csmall loops = 0; dot line shows the results of calculation at
tam = 0, k = 0, Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm, csmall loops = 4.172·10–10,
cbig loops = 0; dash-dot line shows the results of calculation at
tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0, cbig loops = 0, csmall loops = 0; dash-double dot
line shows the results of calculation at tam = 0, k = 0.033,
cbig loops = 0, csmall loops = 0; markers correspond to the
experimental data.

Figs 7 and 8 show that DSL and ‘small’ RDDL are
the predominant types of defects at j  90° and radiation
MoK, as well as ‘large’ RDDL are the predominant
types of defects at j > 90° and radiation MoK (see also
comments to Figs 1–4). As a result, using the additional
experimental conditions can help to determine the depth
distribution profiles of RDDL.

Figs 7 to 13 demonstrate the normalized azimuthal
dependences of TIIDD calculated on the assumption that
the crystal contains only ‘large’ RDDL, or only ‘small’
RDDL, or only DSL with the parameters: tam = 0.75 μm,
k = 0.033,
Rbig loops = 20 μm,
cbig loops = 5·10–18,
Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm, csmall loops = 4.172·10–10. The plots
show specific contributions to the normalized azimuthal
dependences of TIIDD from every type of these defects.
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4



It should be noted that in Fig. 9 the extinction
length (j = 90°) = 5.91 μm in the presence of ‘large’
and ‘small’ defects and (j = 90°) = 5.63 μm in the
absence of defects.
It is noteworthy that in Fig. 10 the extinction length
(j = 90°) = 7.32 μm in the presence of ‘large’ and
‘small’ defects and (j = 90°) = 6.75 μm in the absence
of defects.
It is worth to note that in Fig. 11 the extinction
length (j = 90°) = 17.24 μm in the presence of ‘large’
and ‘small’ defects and (j = 90°) = 15.45 μm in the
absence of defects.
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Fig. 15. The normalized azimuthal dependences of TIIDD ()
for Bragg reflections (440), radiation MoK. The solid line
shows the results of calculation at tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0.033,
Rbig loops = 20 μm,
cbig loops = 5·10–18,
Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm,
csmall loops = 4.172·10–10; dash line shows the results of
calculation at tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0, Rbig loops = 20 μm,
cbig loops = 5·10–18, Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm, csmall loops = 4.172·10–10;
markers correspond to the experimental data.
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Fig. 13. The normalized azimuthal dependences of TIIDD ()
for Bragg reflections (224), radiation CuK, ψ = 61.87°. The
solid line shows the results of calculation at tam = 0.75 μm,
k = 0.033, Rbig loops = 20 μm, cbig loops = 5·10–18, Rsmall loops =
0.02 μm, csmall loops = 4.172·10–10; dash line shows the results of
calculation at tam = 0, k = 0, Rbig loops = 20 μm, cbig loops = 5·10–18,
csmall loops = 0; dot line shows the results of calculation at tam = 0,
k = 0, Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm, csmall loops = 4.172·10–10, cbig loops = 0;
dash-dot line shows the results of calculation at tam = 0.75 μm,
k = 0, cbig loops = 0, csmall loops = 0; dash-double dot line shows the
results of calculation at tam = 0, k = 0.033, cbig loops = 0,
csmall loops = 0; markers stand for the experimental data.
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Note that in Fig. 12 the extinction length
(j = 90°) = 20.24 μm in the presence of ‘large’ and
‘small’ defects and (j = 90°) = 17.67 μm in the absence
of defects.
It is important to note that in Fig. 13 the extinction
length (j = 90°) = 8.55 μm in the presence of ‘large’
and ‘small’ defects and (j = 90°) = 7.72 μm in the
absence of defects.
Figs 9 to 13 show that DSL is the predominant type
of defects at radiation CuK. In addition, the significant
sensitivity to ‘small’ RDDL appears in some diffraction
cases.
Figs 14 to 16 additionally illustrate the sensitivity of
the azimuthal dependences of TIIDD to ‘large’ and
‘small’ RDDL in different diffraction conditions.
Fig. 14 demonstrates that TIIDD calculated without
account of the contribution of kinematically scattering
DSL sublayer is only less by 13% than the experimental
TIIDD. It is nearly 25% corresponding to the integrated
intensity of dynamical diffraction for perfect crystal.

2

0
70

80

Fig. 16. The normalized azimuthal dependences of TIIDD ()
for Bragg reflections (220) and (440), radiation MoK.
tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0, Rbig loops = 20 μm, cbig loops = 5·10–18,
Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm, csmall loops = 4.172·10–10, the bold solid line
shows the results for the perfect crystal.



3

1.0

110

Fig. 14. The normalized azimuthal dependences of TIIDD ()
for Bragg reflections (220), radiation MoK. The solid line
shows the results of calculation at tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0.033,
Rbig loops = 20 μm,
cbig loops = 5·10–18,
Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm,
–10
csmall loops = 4.172·10 ; dash line shows the results of
calculation at tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0, Rbig loops = 20 μm,
cbig loops = 5·10–18, Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm, csmall loops = 4.172·10–10;
markers show the experimental data.
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The experimental TIIDD differ from the corresponding
integrated intensity of dynamical diffraction for perfect
crystal by 50…150%, i.e. RDDL are the dominant type
of defects (see also comments to Figs 1 and 7).
Fig. 15 shows that TIIDD calculated without
account of the contribution of kinematically scattering
sublayer of DSL are in good agreement with the
experimental data. The reason is the concentration of
‘large’ RDDL can be less than the calculated values due
to the concentration decrease with the sample depth.
The results presented in Figs 14 and 15 enable to
demonstrate the significant contribution in TIIDD from
‘large’ and ‘small’ RDDL.
Fig. 16 more clearly demonstrates the contribution
directly from RDDL (in the absence of the contribution
from DSL). Fig. 16 shows that the difference of TIIDD in
the single crystal with RDDL from the integrated
intensity of dynamical diffraction of the perfect crystal
can be higher than 120…170%.

practically provide the only contribution from one chosen
type of defects and to reduce to zero the contributions
from other types of defects. Therewith, if the single
crystal contains, beside ‘large’ RDDL, another type of
defects (for example, ‘small’ defects with a high
concentration), then the characteristics of this type of
defects can be determined first by using the proposed
method (by complete suppression of diffuse scattering
from ‘large’ RDDL). Further, using these determined
characteristics and the measurements of the azimuthal
dependences of TIIDD under other experimental
conditions (for example, radiation MoK and the
azimuthal angles higher than 90°) the ‘large’ RDDL
characteristics can be determined. It becomes possible
when both types of defects give contribution, and the
latter of ‘large’ RDDL additionally enhanced by the
Bormann effect becomes determinative. For the cases of
only two types of defects, the new method enables to
completely determine parameters of defect structure.
2) However, characterization of the single crystal
with ‘large’ and ‘small’ RDDL and with two sublayers of
DSL requires additional generalizations of the new
approach proposed. It is necessary to exclude the diffuse
scattering from ‘small’ defects, which is impossible by
using the total reflection effect. The effect of anomalous
growth of the diffuse scattering contribution in TIIDD,
which increases with the growth of ratio of extinction
length to the absorption one, can be used for this aim.
The effect of anomalous growth already proposed in this
article for the suppression of the contribution of the
diffuse scattering from the ‘large’ RDDL provides
decreasing the absorption and extinction lengths ratio and
consequently almost complete suppression of the diffuse
scattering contribution from ‘small’ RDDL. As a result,
the characteristics of DSL can be determined from these
experimental data. Therewith, the contributions of RDDL
are negligibly small.
However, DSL consists of two layers, i.e., there are
two types of defects. The selectivity of sensitivities of the
azimuthal dependences of TIIDD to parameters of sublayers as well as changes in this selectivity with variations of scattering vectors and the azimuthal angles are
significantly different for these sublayers. It can be used
to develop new, more efficient methods for the phasevariation diagnostics of these systems. However, the
solution of this problem is beyond the scope of this article.

3. Discussions
Thus, among the most important new physical features of
the dynamical diffraction in single crystals with defects
determined in this article and formulated on their basis
proposals to improve efficiency of application of the
phase-variation principles for increasing the sensitivity
and informativeness of the diagnostics it is proposed to
use the following features:
1) The new dynamical effect is demonstrated in the
case of dynamical Bragg diffraction. This effect appears
as the possibility to practically entirely suppress
contribution of the diffuse scattering from ‘large’ defects
to TIIDD by targeted choice of experimental conditions.
The suppression can occur, as an example, when the
dislocation loops are sufficiently ‘large’ and the halfwidth of the peak of angular distribution of diffuse
scattering inversely proportional to their radius is
sufficiently small. It can bring to the total overlapping the
diffuse scattering peak by the range of the dynamical
total reflection effect. Therewith the total reflection range
(the Darwin table width) should be significant. The width
of Darwin table is inversely proportional to the extinction
length, which for implementation of the mentioned effect
should be chosen sufficiently small (sufficiently less than
the loops radius). It can be realized, for instance, by
choice of the X-ray sources with small radiation energy
and reflections with small Miller indices. For this goal, in
the paper MoK radiation and the reflection (220) at the
minimum azimuthal angles or CuK radiation and the
reflection (220) are mainly used. For chosen reflections,
the extinction lengths are approximately three times less
than the ‘large’ RDDL radius, which allows experimental
verification of the effect. It provides the possibility to use
the discovered effect for increasing the sensitivity and
informativeness of the phase-variation diagnostics by the
requirements substitution in the next way. The previous
way required to provide the predominant contribution for
every type of defects that are present in the crystal
into the measured intensity. The new method requires to

4. Conclusions
Thus, the presented results allow us to conclude that the
sensitivity and informativeness of nondestructive
structural phase-variation diagnostics of multiparametrical systems can be improved by both
purposefully expanding the experimental conditions (in
this article molybdenum and copper radiation sources)
and by keeping the order of determining the parameters
inherent to each type of defects. Respective calculation
should be started with defects, for which it is possible to
provide their predominant contribution to the azimuthal
dependences of TIIDD.
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The presented calculations have been carried out in
the order proposed in [26–29]. However, even using the
only additional copper source of radiation enables to
significantly increase the sensitivity and informativeness
of diagnostics and to determine the parameters of defects:
tam = 0.75 μm, k = 0.033, Rbig loops = 20 μm, cbig loops =
5·10–18, Rsmall loops = 0.02 μm, csmall loops = 4.172·10–10. These
values are considerably different from the parameters calculated in [26–29] (Rbig loops = 20 μm, cbig loops = 2.8·10–19,
tam = 0.1 μm, k = 0.25). As can be seen from these results,
it was possible to improve by an order of magnitude the
accuracy of determining the DSL parameters and
additionally determine the parameters of ‘small’ RDDL.
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Новітні можливості фазоваріаційної структурної діагностики багатопараметричних монокристалічних
систем з дефектами
В.Б. Молодкін, В.Е. Сторіжко, В.П. Кладько, В.В. Лізунов, Г.І. Низкова, О.Й. Гудименко,
С.Й. Оліховський, М.Г. Толмачов, С.В. Дмітрієв, І.І. Демчик, Є.І. Богданов, Б.І. Гінько
Анотація. Установлено принципово нові особливості та фізичну природу зумовлених ними можливостей
цілеспрямованого впливу взаємопов’язаних варіацій різних умов експерименту на зміни вибірковості
чутливості азимутальної залежності повної інтегральної інтенсивності динамічної дифракції до різних типів
дефектів у монокристалах. У результаті запропоновано вдосконалення і підвищено ефективність використання
розроблених авторами раніше “фазоваріаційних” принципів діагностики. Зокрема, на основі запропонованого
підходу встановлено наявність додаткових типів дефектів у досліджуваних монокристалах та визначено їх
параметри (розміри та концентрації). Одержані результати дозволили забезпечити додаткові чутливість та
інформативність фазоваріаційної структурної багатопараметричної неруйнівної діагностики монокристалічних
систем з дефектами декількох типів.
Ключові слова: динамічна дифракція, рентгенівське випромінення, фазоваріаційна діагностика, азимутальні
залежності, дефекти.
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